Everyone seems to think they can tell the few good scientists from the mass of white-coated wannabes. We all have our own favourites, but generally speaking, people agree that a few scientists have got what it takes to make a Nobel laureate, while the majority just haven't.
Having what it takes doesn't necessarily correlate with success. Another popular absolute is that some successful people are lucky (in other words, they don't have what it takes, but have managed all the same) and others somehow deserve their exalted positions. There seems to be some property of 'having it' that everyone more or less agrees on. Although 'it' remains completely undefined, the consensus of who does and doesn't have it is surprisingly consistent.
So what is this 'it' possessed by the excellent few? To my mind, one of the distinguishing qualities of the scientists who do have it is a particular kind of aggression. It's nothing to do with aggression towards other people, but towards the results, and the questions which provoked them. The best scientists seem to get hold of problems, fight with them, and not let them go until they're solved. The rest, by comparison, seem happier to co-exist with their fields of study. They do good experiments and make clear progress, without ever seeming to find the big discovery that changes the whole understanding of a problem. Perhaps such people don't really want to answer questions completely. When you work on something for a while you almost become friendly with it, and a solved problem is of course no longer really worth working on.
I recently suggested this to a group of colleagues who, as it happened, were mostly female. Their response was to accuse me of wanting science to be based around testosterone-fuelled, maledominated confrontations, but that isn't what I was trying to say at all. There are plenty of accepted 'good' scientists who fit this macho, aggressive stereotype. There are also just as many who don't, who can combine continuous, violent assault on biological problems with cooperation and friendliness on a personal level.
The best scientists get hold of problems, fight with them, and don't let go until they're solved
The most uncontroversial example might be Charles Darwin. He is thought of as the discoverer of evolution, not because he thought of it first (the idea had been around for decades), but because he both proposed a mechanism and supported it so thoroughly that informed people could find very little to argue with. By every account he was unconfrontational to the point of polite reclusiveness, but he aggressively demolished the question of the diversity of species without needing to shout. That's what I mean by scientific aggression.
The trouble is, there's a word missing from the English vocabulary. It seems to be impossible to use the word 'aggression' without conjuring up images of power-hungry, suit-wearing slimeballs. Even related words suggest aggression towards colleagues, not experiments. We really need a term that conveys a scientific killer instinct without implying anything about personal behaviour. It should be something like 'exquisitive', which conveys both a questioning nature and the ability to find the right experiment to answer the questions. (If a better word has already been coined, write and tell me, I'd love to know.)
My difficulty in describing the difference between aggressive and exquisitive behaviour might explain some of the problems which trouble us in modern biology. We devote a lot of energy to trying to decide which scientists are most likely to succeed, and yet the defining characteristics of a good scientist are never overtly discussed. Most search committees and so forth are presumably looking for candidates who are exquisitive, or something like it -people who will, at some future stage, pick the most important problems and answer them. But it's hard to assess such an intangible trait until a scientist has been working for an impracticably long time. The only evidence the committee is likely to see is a résumé and a research proposal, possibly augmented by an interview or discreet phone call to a referee.
There isn't nearly enough information for committees to pick the most exquisitive scientists, so they must be using some other measure. And as it seems so easy to confuse personal aggression with exquisitive science, I wonder if committee members pick candidates who appear most aggressive, under the impression that they are choosing the best scientists.
This might explain why science remains so imbalanced, even though few people seem to want it that way. If more obviously aggressive candidates appear in a better light, the argumentative will inevitably dominate the scholarly, and we will continue to see a disproportionate number of male scientists. It's hard to see what to do about it, but I wonder if Charles Darwin would be able to get a fellowship today . . .
